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This paper will define che I n r n e w r k  of a genenl method for selecting a neceuuy and sufficient suber  of a gtnenl 
;ohac life cycle's information producu. to suppart MW software de=bpmcnr projects. Procedures for chancter- 
iring problem domains in genenl and M- to a u ibred  set of life cycle procarcl and producu will be given. An 
overview of tha method b shown using tha following s u p :  
1. During h pmbiern concept defiition phue. perform standardized interviews ond dialop between devcl- 
oper and w r .  and b e m e n  devcbper and customer. 
2. Generate a qvality nerds pro/ilr of the software KO be developed. based on information gathered in step 1. 
3. T r w u h e  r h .  quulity nrr&pro/ilr into a profile of quality criuria char must be met by the software LO utufy  
the quality needs. 
4. Mop the q d y  criteria m a set of accepted processes and products for achieving each critenon. 
j. Select thr informaion products whch muh o r  support the accepted processes and product of step 4. 
6. Select thr dsian merhodology which produces the information pmducu selecud in sup  5. 
This paper \nLI address everyscep. but will not attempt to genente a full-up melhodology. A few of the more popular 
process models and des~gn rnethodologlcs known today wil be e.unmed for lhelr informatlcn content. 
TERMINOLOGY NOTES 
The u r n  'software process model' and 'life cycle' wil l  be used incedngeabty.  The term 'user' wrll alway, mean 
" c w m e r  and user". 
The complete set of infomution produce defied for common software process models and dtveloprnent method- 
ologies is often rw hrge fbr ceruin development efforu. In many cases. a subxr  of informuon producu and the 
activiacs that produce them w d l  suffice to a d m ~ n u u r  the developmeru of a software product. The act of selecting 
appropriate informadon productr and acuviues to support the development effort is called 'tallonng" the life cyc!r 
o r  development rnerhodology. This tailoring pmcesS is currently a n  ad hoc method performed by managen and 
devebpen. in eady mcccings with the customer and w r .  as they begin u, define some son of Software .Marwgernent 
o r  Devcbpmcnt Plan. This paper explores a more formalized u lbnng  method to wrct In the definluon of such 
phns. It is hoped chat such a formalization wll both s p e d  the process and help ensure the selecuon of a necessary 
and sufficient subset ot information producu (and by impliuuon. the acuulrrc~ whuh produce  them^. 
She cornernone of rhis ulloring m c h d  uscs Softwarn Quality Azsunxe (SQA) rtchnques. Tradiuomllv. SQA 
h a  d a l t  with the detection and prevention of defecuve software. New &as in the Tiid of SQA are concentraung on 
kginning the h a i o n  much ur i i e r  in thc life cycle. as early as p m b k m c o n c c ~  and inrual requiremenu definltlon 
It is taped r h c  SQA pmc~ples  4 assist LClc w r  and developer cn creaung complete. consuxent and tesubIr 
r e q u i r t ~ T @  asshunce offen grudelines up fmnt when we're scnmbling to put some sens~ble words on p p e r  
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I believe that two q u o w  (51, (211 can illrmnte the idea of "engineering in" quality to a software product. 
USING SQA TECHNIQUES TO SPECIFY QUALITY 
T& i, a common SQA term. Quality Factors are chancteristiu which a software product exhibiu that reflect the 
degree of acceptability of the product to the user. Since we're moving SQA up front. we'll restate thh: Quality 
Factors are characteristics which the user requires the software to exhibit in order to reflect the best possible degree 
of acceptability. 
Table 1 shows a list of Quality Factors which has been coming into genenl use for some time (211. It was finr 
proposed at the Rome Air Development Center (RADC) in 1977. 1 show a slightly expanded list. as it has evolved 
somewhat since then [S] .  
There a n  more detailed meaninp of the quality factors which guide the user & developer in determining how 
imponant each factor is [or their application. 
Not every project requires all quality factors, which h good. becaw s o ~ e  quality factors are at conflicting purpose. 
Shown below is a List of factors whose c~ancteristics cause conflicts of definition. 
I 
Efficiency vs. Integrity-verhead required to control access negates efficiency. 
Efficiency vs. U s a b i l i t y 4 v e r h e a d  required LCI ease opratioru negates efficiency. 
Efficiency vs. Maintainability--Optimized code negates maintairability. Modularization. instrumentat~on 
and well commented high-level code increases overhead. 
Effici=i::y vs. T e s t a b i l i t y 4 p t i m i r e d  code negates testability. 
Efficier.:y vs. Portability----Optimized code is depender.~ on host processor s e ~ c e s .  
Efficiency vs. F l e x i b i l i t y 4 v e r h e a d  required to supper! flexibility negates efficiency. 
Efficiency vs. Reusability----Overhead required to suppon reusabiljry negates efficiency. 
Efficiency vs Intcroperabilicy4verhead required to suppon interoperability negates efficiency. 
Integrity VS. Flexibility Flexib~lity requires genenl ana flexibk dam structures. increasing data 
security problems. 
Integrity VS. R e u s a b i l i t y d n e n l i t y  required by reusable software introduces protection problems. 
Integrity VS. Interoplnbility--Coupled systems allow more avenues of access. 
Reusability w. R e l i a b i l i t y 4 n e n l i t y  required by reuwbk software increases difficulty of providing 
error tolerance (anomaly mmgemeru) and accuracy. 
The conflicts shown do not mean that the two facton are irr sLrict mutual excbion - extra effort m y  be expended 
to address the difficulties of specifying factors in conflict. Note that effuicncy tends to conflict with many orher 
facton. This is due to the tradeoff with the additional overhead required to satisfy other quality factors that does not 
necessarily apply u: ._L algorithm's basic hmction. Efficiency issues may a h  be resolved by judicious hardware 
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C o r r e c t n e u ~ o n f o m n c e  of software design and implementawn to stated require- 
ments. 
Efficiency Economy of resources needed to provide the required funcr!onality. 
Expandability Ease of maintaining the software to meet new funcuonai o r  p e r f o m n c e  
requirements. 
Flexibility Ease of maintaining the software to work in environments other than 
originally required. 
Integrity Security against unauthorized access to proqrams and data. 
Interoperability Ease of coupling the software with software in other sp:ems or applica- 
tions. 
Maintainability Ease of finding and fixing errors. 
Manageability Ease of adntnisuating development. maintenance and operauon of the 
software. 
Portability Ease of maintaining the software - 1  execute on a processor or operating 
system other than char onginally zequired. 
Usability Ease of learning & using the software. and of preparing input & Interpret- 
ing output. 
Reliability The rate of failures in the software chat render I[ unusable. 
Reusability Suitability of software modules for use in other applicat~ons. 
Safety Protection tgainst loss of life or liability o r  damage to p ropnv .  
S u n i v a b i l i t y ~ o n ~ n u i t y  of reliable execution in the presence of a system fallure. 
Verifiability (testability)-Ease of tenfication of funct~or!ality agalnst rzqulrernents. 
L 1 
Table 1 - Quality Factors 
selection. Note that there is a k z  a reverse-~.rauix of  quality factors (not shown) that tend to suppon one another. 
such as tesrzblty ;nd rnaintainabdity -- s i d r  eels of criteria suppon both factors. 
So you get the idea of definlng quality needs for s ~ e c i f i c  ~pplicauons. As  his process of definlcon continues. a 
profik begins to emerge that describes the proposed software in terms of weighted quality facton. 
I introduce this t e r n  to describe the prioritired. weighted list of  quahry factors that the w r  & developer deflne for 
their software developrneni effon. The Quality Profile is a 'signature' or "fingerprint' of .I project's qual~ty needs. 
Humphrey [ l o ]  offen a common-sense e ~ m p l e  of what klnds of !acton are important for different appl~cat~ozs.  
based upon the " p W r y  concern' of the applicauon. 
. . 
m rrar~tv Fnrtnrr 
a. Effect on human lives Reliability. Correctness. Tesubllity 
b. Long life Cycle Mainrainab~lity. Flexlbdity. Ponab~lity 
c. Real time application Efficiency. Reliability. Correctness 
d. In-house tool Efficiency. Reliability. C o r r e c ~  
r. Classified Infonnauon Inugrity 
f. Communicating systems Inuropenbrlity 
The High Prionty Quality Factors shown for  each type o f  application k;:n to define ihat ap?licauon's quality prof:k. 
The profile of an applicauon of type 'a' is given by high degrees of reliability. c o n e c m e s  and r e s u k i ~ , .  z-5 lover 
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degrees of the r e m a i m  factors. In pnctice, rn define a mom prrciJa wale of degrees and m a  w r u . r a  :hc 
to each factor. Tha resuiunt set of w l i t y  factor weighu defines the quality profile for rhc p r o m  soft~.::e- 
Another example. more generic, is given by Deuuch (51 to suggest an initial prioritization of QuaIiw Factor: sr 
'soitware category". 
H-~rr . . 
Critical Safety. Survivability. Correctness. Maintai.~bility, Efficiency 
S u ~ P o n  ,Mainfainability, Verifibitity. Inttrsperobility. Pomb~lity. UsabLLity. Comctness 
110 Correctness. Intemperability. Maintainability 
Data Inuroperability. Pombility. Reusability 
Compuratiohal Correcmeu.  maintainability 
Environment Mainrainability, Verifiability, Comctness. Interoperability. Ponahlirg. ReusabtI- 
ity. Efficiency. Integrity 
MMI Ictcgrity. Usability 
Docurnenfation Comctness. Maintainability 
Design Expandability. Flexibility. Interoperability, Maintainability. Portabiliry, Rcusabtk 
ity. Verifiability 
These two examples offer soning pointr for the development of a Quality hfik .  Many applicamm will exhibrp 
multiple concerra o r  cover sevcralcategories. It is the job of the user ck developer to define the Qualip Peofile for t b  
specific application. 
Deutsch [ S ]  suggests a metric for ranking or weighting quality factors. 
E Excellent Exce~tionaI techniques 
G Good Better t ! n  average techniques 
A Average Normal corporate practices 
N1 Not an Issue No special techn~ques 
He then extends the meuic into the realm of cost and schedule prediction. wing Jensen and COCO.MO model 
relative cost and relative schedule analysis factors. Cost and schedule predicrion will not be punued M e r  here- 
Latter day SQA is also developing standardized means by which the user and developer discuss and come 
agreement of these facton for each applcawn. These means often take the fonn of questionruircs rhu pror:. :.:c 
w r  to evaluate all needs for quality. 
This is a common SQA term. Quality Criteria are detailed subcharacteristics which the software exhabim that reflec 
the degree to which the Quality Facton are present. In other -words. the planned presence of hqh-kvel qualirc 
factors implies the presence of a derailed set of quality criteria. 
The Quality Factors are wr-oriented; they are designed to map easily to a w r ' s  needs for the propxed software- 
The Quality Criteria a n  more sobrr-oriented: they are designed to map easily to chancterirocs - h t  may bc 
emluaud by direct tesrjng of the software. Tha relatiomhip between quality hcton and quality c r i a e  a analogous 
to that between the two common s u g u  of requiremenu definition. The a d g y  does not apply u, W amount 36 
effort needed to go from the early p b  to the later - Quality Facton m a y  k translated immcdiate?y to Q u a h  
Criteria. Tabk 2 shorn a list of Quality Criteria (51. [21]. 
There is a direct translation from each Qulity Factor to a subset of Quality Criteria which suppon chc factor. Tbc 
sets of criteria that suppon different f a a n  -zy be disjoint or may intersect. Some criteria exhibit conflkts sunilar to 
M. A d  
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Accuruy Achievement of required precision in calculations and outputs 
Anomdy Mgmt Behavlor for recovery from failures 
Augmentability Maintenance effort required to e-nd upan functions and data 
Autonomy Degree of decoupling fmm execution environment 
Common J i t y  Use of sandards to match "look and feel" of similar applicatioru 
Communiutiveneu-Appropriateness of inputs and ourputs 
Completencls Degree to which all software is necessary and sufficient 
Concisencu Amount of code w d  to implement algorithm 
Coruiskncy Use of standards to achieve uniformity within software 
Dlstributivity Physical (device) separation of function and data (addresses backup) 
Document Quality Access to complete. understandable information 
Communiution Efficiency-Usage of communication resources 
Processing Efficiency-Usage of processing resources 
Storago EftIciency Usage of storage res9'urces 
Functional Scope Range of applicability of software product's functions 
Generality Range of applicability of software's internal units 
Independence Degree of decoupling from support environment 
InstrumentPtion Amount of code devoted to wage measurement or error identification 
Modularity-ohesion & Coupling of software's modules (design & code) 
Operability Ease of operating the software 
Safety Mmagement-Degree to which the design addresses hazard avoidance 
Self-Dexriptiveneu-Undemtdndability of design & code 
Slmplldty Degree to which algorithm map to the problem bay solve 
support Functionality that addresses the administmion of maintenance 
Sp tam ~ccaulbllity----ContmIled- access to functions-data and. intuuctions 
System Compatibility-Use of standards to match interfaces with hardware k cornrnunica;iorrs 
Traceability Ease of finding links between requirements, design and code 
Training Provisions to help usen learn the operation of the software 
Virtuality Separation of logical implementation from phpical component 
Visibility ------Objectivity of evidence of correct functioning - ease of test verification 
Table 2 - Quality Criteria 
those examined for quality factors. Table 3 show a uansktion between Quality F a c a n  and Quality Cntcna L ~ J I  
shorn how the criteM support and influence the facton. either positively or negatively. The tradiuonal direct~on 01 
translation is from criteria to factor - the SQA or test team measures the criteria from the soltunre. and rewns  on 
what quality f a a n  rhe software thus exhibits. Our method will begin with the user definition of quality factors. and 
develop a set of criteria h t  the software must meet in order to satirfy our quality needs. 
Thb tabk is merged from two different authorse approach to the factorlcriteria map [S]. [Zl]. Their penpecuvcs 
overlap to a high degree. but each one shown a few more. different criteria than the other. I haw included them all 
here in order to urork with the mwt complete universe of factors and criteria possible. Detailed examination of the 
authors* text r e d  that whik some facton and criteria sound very similar. they actually d o  describe different 
characteristics of the softwan. 
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Table 3 - Quality Facton <=> Quality Criteria ,Map 
Symbois are used in the cells of tbC matrix in Table 3 to indicate the influence a cntcrion has on vanour factom. 
Another viewpoint is ~t they indicate which criteria are necessary to suppon each factor. A plus under a fac:or 
means chat the software should be required to exhibit the con:sponding cnterion, but is subject to tradedif b a ~ d  
on any conflicrs that arise. A doubk plus means that the criterion is more imponant and leu subjec: to uade-off. A 
negative under a factor means that it would be wue not to requlre the software to exhibuthe corresponding c3tcr:on. 
but is subject to uade-off based on the influence of other factors. A double negative means that extra effon must be 
expended to require the software to exhibit the correspond~ng criterion. 
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m e  usignment of pluses and minuses i s~a  subjective but the concept has been refiied o n r  time by vanaa 
authors [ S ] ,  [81, l101, 1211. 
SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS 
"The software process is the technical and management framework established for applying tools. methods azd 
people to the softwarc task" [ l G j .  
T h e n  a n  a handful of well-defined "process models" or "life-cycles" in the industry today. They each descrltx 3 
set of activities and products designed to suppon the successful creation of a software product. The  most wdelv 
model is called the Waterfall model. Other models are coming into use that attempt to address Ihe shoncom~ngs of
the Waterfall. but they tend to generate very similar information products. Appndix  D offers a brief desccpt lon~f 
other common process modek. 
The Waterfall model is characterized by a linear set of activities and products such that each acunty w s  the  o u p t  
of previous activities as its input. Here we list general names of the primary technical products of a waterfail mocel. 
) 
Concept Definition Feasibility Study, Concept document 
User Req. Defiition-Level-A Requirements Document. Software Sfamagement Plan. Synrm Inrerfxe 
Control Document (ICD) 
System Req. Definition-Level-8 Requiremenu Doc?unent. Subsystem lCDs 
System Design System Design Document. System T e n  Plan 
Implementation Software. Test Case Document 
Testing Test Repon 
Maintenance Upgraded Software. Maintenance Report 
Note chat the waterfall model itself does ns t  really define dera1I.s of the rnformacon products t h t  are to be pr06~:td. 
.Most usen of the waterfall model recommend a larger set of documentauon; t h e  recommendauons are usmlly hid 
out in a documcntation standard. 
SOFTWARE DOCUh.1ENTATION STANDARDS 
A Documentation Standard defines all information products that may be generated to suppon devebpmenr of rye 
software product. Usually, a documentation standard is packaged with a life-cyck standard. Two common standaxis 
are: 
SMAP Information System Life Cycle & Documenrauon Standarh [IS] 
DOD-STD-2167A (61 
For this study, we wi l l  use the document set defined by NASA's Information System Life Cycle Documentaucn 
Standard -- Appendix A s h o w  the complete list. Our rallonng method will address which of the= products i re  
most imponant for a given set of quality factors. 
.LWALYSIS & DESIGN METHODOLOGIES 
Within the framework of the softwarc process model. some m e h d  must be w d  to defiie the content of each 
product. Formalized met5odologies address the complex definition of the requirements and design poducrs  of :%e 
softwan process. There are many different methodologies to choose from for use within any software proctss. T:e 
information content of the requirements document. then, may vary according the techtuque used u, produce it. 
For example. one may choose to specify system requirements using: 
Arend 1990s W. A 4  - M c M l  Douglas 
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1. a simpb turnvl noutioa developed in a n  ad hoe mnner,  or from leuom learned during p r o m .  
b. a funcrional decomposidon hierarchy of diagrams. capturing the requirements in p n x u x s  and dam fba. 
c. an informadon model. apaainO the q u i r e m e n u  in objects. relations and behavior d lgnms.  
d. a vieupoinukehrvior d e L  capcuring requirements in data/acuor? m a p  and sute diagram. 
e. a hybrid of the above techniques. or other techniques. 
Appendix C givu a brief eve* of some of the more popular methodologies in w today. and lisu ail the spccxfic 
producu they offer. Our tailoring metbod may e~=nraally be used to select a meaningfd s u k t  of these pmducu; the 
current vtnion of rhc paper wrIl not explore chis. 
TAILORING INF'ORMATION PRODUCTS 
The hierarchy of SMAP-rtcormnended infonxution producu for the software development effort is shown in 
Figure 1. 
Software Process Model 
Concept Phase Requirtmenrr Phpre Design Phase Implementation Phase bcher 
-Activities -Activities -Activities -Activities Phases 
-rnfo-&n P-ucn -Inforuntion P roduc~  
Mamp?mcnt p&n DeHbpmcnt plan 
Acquisition p h n  Maintenance manual 
Architectural spec Unit test document 
SE&O phn 
Requirements spec 
onfig Mgmt plan 
User's guide 
Acceptance test doc 
Concept spec 7 Dixrepancy repons t u s m n c c  specs Eng. change proposah Lessons learned doc Assaance repom 
-Phase m i t i o n  re- It is the content of these documenu chat is addressed by the mrious 
view repom software development methodologies. The tailoring method will a h  
address recommendations for the contents of these documents. 
Figure 1 - SMAP Information Product Overview 
Each Information Pm::.~ct shown will be analyzed to determine which quality criteria it best supporn. The same 
analysis wdl k applied w the infomution producu generated by mriot- cievelopment methodologies. At this pomt. 
9n will be rtady ui mmlare a set of 15 w r  defined Quality Facton in:.; a recommended set of i r ~ 2 m r i o n  prod- 
ucts. 
Tailoring win proceed on three h i s :  
1. A subset of the document llninrse will be selected for the ~ p c i f i i  quality profile. Example: recommend 
producing a Software Rtq-=menu Spec. among other documenu. 
2. For each selected infomumn product a subset of it's maximum table of contenu wiU k x l e m d .  Exarnpk: 
recommend d e f w  a Dam D e f i n  section in the Software Requirements Spec. among other Kcno-. 
3. For each recommendation fmm the u b k  of contenu. a set of suggestions will be given to characterire tk* 
naam of the information b t  should appear therein. Eximple: nuke the fobwin( recommen&tions for 
the contcnu of the Data D e f i n  section: minimize the nwnkr of different data repr#entauons. miru- 
mire number of dam comnioru .  w dynamic memory aUwtion. pack aU data item. ex.  
The w r l d e v c l o p r  then examine rbc liro of recommendatians. and decide whether they make sense in the contexr 
of the p m j m  There may still be some manual tailoring to do. but the bulk of the job will have been performed by 
thn method. 
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FTJTURE WORK 
m e  length of thjs study was not great enough to develop the full tnrulation from WI i ty  Criteria to Information 
products. As a surfing point rha requirements volume conteno in Appendix B have k e n  mapped u, quality cricc- 
ria. h a s  that need ~ r k  a n :  
1. Develop tha complete uansktion betwen Qulity Criteria and aIl information products listed in the ~ppem- 
dices. This wi l l  include not only the sekction of specific products. but recornmcndatioru for the chancter ad 
h t  product's content. 
2. Extend the tailoring method to include the tailoring of Management and Auunnce activity products. as wedl 
as techniul development products. 
3. Define a wighting scheme for ranking Quality Facton that i consistent with Software Process Model and 
Design Methodology charrcteriniu. 
4. Analyze the kt of infomation pmducu generated by the outstanding proccu models in w today, and 
annotate wirh descriptions of the information content of each product. These descriptions should k c o n  
patible with the wighting scheme de f i ed  in area 3. 
Appendix A 
LIFE CYCLE PHASES & INFORMATION PRODUCTS: 
NASA's SO- ACOUISITION STANDARD 
This appendix ko the life cycle phases and information products for NASA's SoIMre Acquisition Life Cycle 8s 
def i ed  by the agency's Software Mamgement and Assurance Program (SMAP). This set of documentation umU 
serve u the universe from which a taibred set will be extracted. 
The SMAP plan for volume roll-cut describes a mechanism which allorw the managerldeveloper to create 1nforr-a- 
tion products as sections of one volume. or as separate individual volumes. or as a combination. depending upon t z e  
required complexity and management of the particular information product. The tailoring m e w  will select a subsex 
of these information products by recommending the "complexity" of each information product. It  is recognized t b  
t hen  arc considerations for uibring other thanthe quality profile, especially as apply to the Managemenr Plan  
Initial tailoring gudelines will focus on the Product Specification. then the A s s u m e  Specifuation. 
Cvcle PhaJes 
Cmcept D e f i o n  Phase (CD) 
Requirements Definition Phase (Req): User requiremeno. System Zequiremenu 
Design Phase: Software Architectural Design (SAD). Software Detailed Design (SDD) 
Implementation Phase .(Impl) 
Integration and T e n  Phzse: Integration & Unit Test (IQT). Acceptance Test (AT)  
Maintenance. or Sustaining Engineering & Operations (SE&O) 
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CD Rra 0 
CD + 
CD Rea SAD 
Rca 
Rca SAD 
Rca SAD 
Plan ~ c a  I &T & \  
SAD cno 
SAD 
SF.CO 
I&T 4T CF.tC) 
cnI7  <F,tC) 
S F k O  
l&T AT FF.ZIO 
P h n r r  
CD AT CF.CO 
Rca SAD SDD b l  I&T AT 
SAD I&T 
P p  
187 AT 
Rca SAD w n  I ~ O I  IBT AT 
SF.CO 
<F . tO 
AT 
I&T AT SF.t.0 
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Appendix B 
INFORMATION CONTENT of the NASA-SMAP STAY- 
DAaD SXIYABPRODUCT SPEC- 
This appendix lists tbs full able of contents for SMAP'S Software Product Specifiiation (SMAP-DID-WOO-SW). 
This document package conuirn a Sofnnre Concept Document. a Software Requiremenu Spec. a Software &hi- 
tecnvll Design Spec. a Softwars Detailed Design Spec. 1 delivery Venion Description. a User's M a n d  and a 
Maintenure Manual. (from [IS]). The c o m n o  haw k e n  extended to include a more complete list of in fa rmmn 
items that may be wful (from [ lj) .  The ex-fended items are italicized. 
An initial pass at mapping documenr ~ c t i o m  to quality criteria hu been performed for the Requiremenu Vdume - 
the m p  uses abbrevi;rriorn shorn ia the key bebw. and should be read 'backwards" for each criterion. In ahcr  
words. the map is to be used by selecting those document sections that show a reference to each criteriw that is 
specified by the quality profila. 
Ac: A ~ ~ u n c y  DQ: Document Quality SI: Safety Managcmcnt 
AM: Anomaly M p t  EC: Coaununication Effxiency Sd: Self-dacriptiwm 
Ag: A~~pnentnbility EP: Processiw Effwiency Sm: Simplicity 
At: Au~~noury ES: Stomga Effriency Sp: Support 
Cm: C o m m c ~ ~ t k y  FS: Functional Scope SA: System Accessibdiq 
Cc: Commrmiutinnrr Gn: Generality SC: System Compatibility 
Cp: Complwntv ip: independence Tc: Tncubility 
Cn: Corviscnev Is: Irrstrumenution TI: Tnining 
Cs: Coruisocncy hid: Modukrily Vc V i i l i t y  
Ds: Dirrrikrdvity Op: Opfabihty Vs: Viiibdicy 
. 
Key: Quality Critcria Abbreviations 
The introduction and Rekted Oocumcnution sections are recommended in their entirety for e u r y  software d-1- 
opment effort. Contrnt of the mhrmtl fobwing will be addressed by the uibring method-(At present. m l y  t h ~  
Requircmcnm V o l w  b a d d d ) .  
Introduaion 
Identifiution of V o h m  
Scope of Volum 
Rvposc and O b j e c t i ~ s  of Volume 
Volume S u t w  and Sctwduh 
Volume Organization and RoU-Out 
Related Documantatioa 
Parem Documents 
Concept Volume 
D e f i i n  of Sof tnre  
Rnpose and Sfops 
Golb and O b j c d v a  
Dacripion 
Policies 
Anficipafed Uses of System 
Optional ConJiCvrationr 
User Definition 
A Mathod for Talkring ttm lnfonnatbn Content d r Softwrn Pnxmu Model 
Overview of the User Organization 
Logical organht ion 
Physical organization 
Temporal organization 
reponin8 cycles 
scheduled events 
I n f o m i o n  /low organization 
Capabilities and Chanctaristics 
Sample Operational Scemrios 
Anticipated Operational Stratedy 
System ownership 
System administration 
operational control 
modi/ication policy 
change suppon 
User administratton 
depart me rus 
skill k v t k  
Funding s t rzz  3 
Currently Used Procedures 
Requirements Volume 
Requirements Approach and Tndeoffs DQ. TC 
Design Standards to be used Cm. CS. Md. SC 
World Model (Information model) type A Ag. Cc. Md. Sd. Vr 
Entity-Relation summoy (Data Requirements) 
Entities: description. attributes, c k s  size 
Attributes: description, values, defmPs. constrairus. 
c l a s  size. retentionlarchive requirements 
Relationships: description, size. components. constraints 
IndividrroLr (instantiationr of entities) 
World Model (Information model) type B 
, 
Ag. Cc. Md. Sd. Vr 
Objects: description, allowed operations, c l a r r s i u  
Allowed Operationc constructors, interrogators. 
iterators. etc. 
Messages: sent, received 
Exrcrnal Interface Requinmenn CC. EC. SC 
Operational Resources & Resource Limitations EC. EP. ES. Vr 
Requirements Sptcinution 
Process and Data Requiremenu 
Function Input d a u  & Source Ac, Ag, AM. Cc. Cm. Gn. SC. Sd. Tc. Lvs 
Function T r a k c t i o n s  and Algorithms Ac. Ag, AM. Cp. Cs. EP. FS. Gn. .Md 
Funcrion Outpu d a u  & Destination Ac. Ag. AM, Cc. Cm. Gn. SC. Sd. Tc. Vs 
Function Triggering mechanisms & conditions- AM. Cm. EP 
Function Termination mechanisms & conditions-AM. Cm. EP 
Function Expected demand EP 
Dam D e f i n  Ac. Ag. At 
D a u  Relationships Ac. Ag. At 
Dam Protection requiremenu-p 
Dam Validity check requinmcnu Ac. AM. Gn. Ip. Op. S A  
D a u  Parameterization requiremenu Ac. Ag. Gn. Sd. Vr 
D a u  Format o r  Imple~enta t ion  Resvictions Ac. Ag. At 
System Behavior Requiremrnts 
Phases & Modes Ac. .Q, AM. Sf 
System Actions Ag. AM. Cm. Sf 
A Method for 18brlrrg the ln fomtbn  Content of a Soltwrn PfUCoss Model 
Performrnca and Quality Enghoring Requirements 
?2muy & Siziq requirenmno EC. EP. ES 
Seqwncixq & event timing requirements EC. EP 
Thmughput & capacity requirements EC. EP 
Ermr Detection, Isolation. Recovery requiremenu-Ac. AM. Cs. Is. Sf 
Quality Enghering requiremeno ALL 
Quality factors required 
Safety Requirements AM, Sf, SA 
Security and Privacy Requirements 
Access requirements 
to functions Cm. Sf. SA 
to data Cm. Sf, SA 
to code Sf. SA 
h g a l  requirements Sf 
Audit requirements Vs 
Other policy-ked requirements 
Impbmrnudon Comtninu Ag, Ds. Ip 
Sitn Adaptadon Ag, A t  Gn 
Design Gorb Cn. Ci. Gn. Sm 
Human Factors Requirements 
User type definition 
kvel of computer sophisrication-p, Cc 
technical competence required-p. Cc 
Physical corutraints 
response tinu Cm. Op 
special physical limitationslrrquirrments___Cm. Op 
On-linr help requirements 0 P 
Robustness requirements AM. Gn. Sf, SA 
Failure message & diagnostic requirements AM. Cm. CC. Gn. Is. Op 
InputlOutput convenience requirements-rn. Cc. Is. Op 
defaults 
formats 
Traceability tn Parent's Design Tc* Sm 
Partitioning for Phased Delivery DQ. Tc, Vs 
Daign  Volume 
Archiucarr;rl Design 
Design Approach and Trrdeoffs 
Arehiccctural Design Description 
External Inurface Design 
Requirement, Allourion and Traceability 
Pardtionin( for IricrementaI Deviclopment 
Deailed Design 
Deuikd Dasi~n Approach and Tndeoffs 
Detai&d Design Desd@on 
External Inurfacr Depiltd Dtlifn 
C d h g  a d  Impirmrnawn No- 
Firmware Support Manual 
Version Description Volume 
Product w n  
Inentory and Product 
Maceriab Released 
Product Content 
Change SPM 
Innrued chinga 
A Method for Ta i lom rho I d o m t i a n  C~nt@nt  d r Softwan Plrxrst M e 1  
Waivcn 
Possible Roblerns and Known Errors 
User Documentation Volume 
User's Guide 
Overview of F'urpx and Function 
InstalLtion and Inirialiution 
Startup and Termination 
Functions and their Openmn 
Error and Warning M-gtl 
Recovery Steps 
User's Training Materials 
Maintenance Manual Volume 
Implementation Dealb 
Modification Aids 
Code Adaptation 
Srandardr 
Abbreviations and Acronyr,t 
N o w  
Appendices 
Appendix C 
DESIGN METHODOLOGIES and their ISFORM---- 
TION PRODUCTS 
7hs appendix lists information products generated by the more popdar analysis & design nzrh~dolog~es of the day 
(compiled from (31, (91). These p d u c u  make up a podonof  the contcnrs of tht Software Product Spec as listed In 
Appendix A and Appendix 8. It is hoped to e m n d  the adoring method to recowend an a~propriaw set ~f desieg 
methodology infomtion products based c n  the quality profile. 
This is the traditional data flow diagmm methodology that has b a n  in use Pace the euiy seventies. It's m m  
producrs are a hierarchical set of dam flow diagram. process sptdicationr a d  a data Cicdonary. State transl- 
tion diagrams may a h  be crd  when deemed 1.. r Zessary by the analyst. 
This met!odology is similar to SD. but includes the analysis and design of c m l  now bcrnen processes. S w u  
uansition diagram. decision tables and process acumuon tables are w d  mth more regular~ty. 
The objects defined in Booch's OOD haw associated attributes and allowed operations. i hey  use the c o n c e p  
of visibility. class and inherbnu. and they comrnuniau with each other via mesage p i n g .  One of Booch's 
goals in designing rhis methodobgy was to be compatibk with the Ada Ian- and the objects map r c U  to Ada 
COrnVUCtS. 
The objecu defined in this OOD have auociated atmbutes only. They are trd to one a t h e r  not message 
pusmg. but by defined relationships. This h an attemp to model rbc real world more closely. and appiks well m 
~ r , - = a l  time appticawns. 
>I. Arcad 
.\lcDanad1 Douglas 
PIG 14 d 3 1  
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Thb uniqm approach was an early contender on the requirements modeling scene. and b s:iJJ p ing  strong. .& 
industry has dewbped the t e r n .  we discover that JSD is a natural hybnd of Object Oriented and Functiorui 
Decomposition methodobgles. JSD has i a  own set of information produ~u which do noc march 10096 any or ~ h c  
rnditional products in the map below. but I show what traditional prod- are most like h produced by JSD. 
rather than specifying and defining new product categories. 
This methodology is an Ada-based version of DARTS; it builds upon rhe SCR module suucnving cri teh.  Lhe 
Booch object mucmiq criteria. and the DARTS task suucnuing critsfia to genenu maintainable and reusable 
softwan componena. It offers considention of the concurrent nature of rul-rime systems. The analysis and 
design dkpamr  use the 'Booch-gram' A& mution. 
This real-dme oriented methodology concentrates on the modules that will make up the software product. an 
information-hiding hierarchy into which they fall. and the interfaces which they use among themlvcs. Without 
aying, it is almost object oriented. The methodology offers strong support for software rew. 
- 
This methodology is based on SCR. Its primary areas of focus a n  the inclusion of rapid prototyping technlqucs 
and the production of reasable software. 
JSD 
SD Ruad m a  
OaD 
OOD 
OOD 
Appendix D 
OTHER SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS 
A sampling of Softwan Process Models other tbn the Waterfall Model are briefly described hem. Recall that rheu 
arsiattd information producrs are wry similar to those dexnbed in Appndk A. 
A Mothod for TalMng tha lnfomthn Cantont of r S o h r n  m u  Modrl 
SlPtral 
A management oriented model. Activiriu and products are almost identical to those of rhc wrterfall model. but are 
intenpcned with regular prototyping and risk anrlyses efforts to guda the process. 
This prototyping model coven the requirements definition phases of the wttrfall or other s imbr  model. It n gener- 
ally recommended for never-before-ammpted Solutions. or when the user & developer deem areas of the problem 
concept to be technologically difficult. 
A panial implementation of the system is constru~tad from informal requirements. usually of poorly underszood 
areas. Usen exercise of the prototype to better undermnd and define requirements. The prototype must then & 
discarded, and system design is &gun from the rrquiremenu. 
It is impottanr to avoid temptations to keep and build upon the pmlotypa. b e c a w  the vty nature of rapid prorotyp 
ing c a w s  generation of code that is inefficient, w f e .  unreliable. unnuintlirublc, etc. If. during devtbpment ot 
b e  prototype. algorithm or designs are discovered that am panicukrly efficient. safe. ;eluble. minuinable. etc. 
bey should be documented for consideration during the 'real" design. 
This prolotyping model is also recommended for ochnologically difficult problem. but coven a larger area ot the 
life cycle. It is hoped that the ewlutiornry prototyping effons will help guide and speed the requirements definiuon. 
system design and implementawn phases. 
A p n i a l  implcmenucon of the system b coruaucttd from partially known. well &fined requirements. usually of 
well understood areas. Usen exercise the prototype to better undenund and define remaining requirements. The 
prototype f o m  a set of baseline software which will be built upon to complete the deliverable versions. At this point. 
the model may transition to the ~ k ~ a t l v e  Enhancement model. 
Development of an  evolutionary prototype kgi.~ with wtll deflncd requirements. It takes longer than rapid 
prototyping. b e c a w  good software engineering practices must k w d  to develop code that will eventually be pan of 
t h e  working pro&wt 
This modcl is recomr;;nded for applications that have a basic. well understood core set of functions. The model IS 
chancterued by many rekues of new versions which add new functionality. Many market-pneuation schema wlll 
use thh model to get a produt into the marketplace and generating revtnue. to pay for kter  enhancemenu. A nlher 
complete set of requiremenu is lrnownup front, and the releases of new functions a n  planned in advance: of ccune. 
the model is adaptable to new requirements and relies on user feedback to improve the product. 
This model may be used to cover the duign ponion of the waterfall or other similar model. It's design paradigm 
relies mostly on rhs incorporation of previously proven desigru and code into new sohunre products. 
This is a n  a d w e d  model that usually requires strict formulation of ~guirrmcna using a regular grammar spccifiia- 
tion language. 'Thi, model offen the direct (and hopefully, au tomt j~ )  tnnsfomvtion of requirements andor  high 
level duign into code. either algoridunhUy or a knawkdge bued rule set It is hoped to eliminate the mddle 
pomru of the documenfation set  centering around rhe derailed design. 
CASE took currently exis  r,%t support this model to some degree. Typically. they wrill p=r.srate Ada package specs 
and the interface ponions af package bodies from stnuarrc cham. 
A Method for Talkr1w ttm !nformstbn Confmc of r Softwarm PIIxwtt Model 
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A Melhod tor Tailoring tho lnformalio sr!lent ot a Software Process Model 
SOFTWARE PROCESS MODEL (or LIFE CYCLE) 
Y "The technical and management framework established for ap- 
plying tools, methods and people to the software task." 
Y Applies to the entire development cycle of the software, from 
concept to maintenance. 
SOFTWARE METHODOLOGY 
Y Definition of a means for capturing requirements and design. 
Y Applies to one or more portions of the development cycle, usu- 
ally requirements analysis, specification or design. 
TAILORING 
v Selecting a subset of a Process Model or a Methodology for prac- 
J E S  tical application. 
b 
4, "' SOFTWARE QUALITY 
"1 v The degree to which software matches customer/user needs. 
0 S I . C  S o l ~ w r ~ a  i i ~ ~ y l n u u ~ l ~ ~ y  W o ~ h i l l t ~ l ~  
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A Method /or tall or in^ the lniormation Content oi a Sotfware Process Model 
+ MANY SOFIWARE PROCESS MODELS AND SOFTWARE 
METHODOLOGIES RECOMMEND TAILORING. 
+ TAILORING IS IJSUALLY GUIDED BY PERSONAL EXPE- 
RIENCE, ABILHY, AND TRADITION. 
+ WE WILL DESCRIBE A METHOD FOR TAILORING. 
ALL INFORMATION PRODUCTS OF 
CUSTOMER1 A SOFTWARE PROCESS MODEL 
USER NEEDS 9 
TAILORING TAILORING 
METHOD RECOMMENDATIONS 
{SS q i  9 
' ?  n (SUBSET OF INFORMATION PRODUCTS ] 
E 
(ISI*C SUI~W~I I~  k ~ ~ r ~ e e r ~ r r y  Wu k~ l ru~~  
November 28.  1990 
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4 -v A Melhod for Tailoring the In/ormati. >ontent of a Software Process Model Y .  
4 
CHARACTERIZING CUSTOMEIWSER NEEDS 
9 WE WILL USE CONCEPTS FROM SOFTWARE QUALITY 
ASSURANCE (SQA) TO EXPLORE CUSTOMER NEEDS; 
v What constitutes appropriate fitness for use of this software? 
v M a t  attributes must this software exhibit to be considered of 
high quality? 
r Remember, software quality is more than "goodness", it is a 
measure of how well the software matches the needs of the cus- 
tomer and user. 
+ SQA SHOWS HOW TO OBJECTIFY A QUALITY RATING 
OF SOFTWARE, BY EVALUATING w. 
v Capture Quality Factors through CustomerNser interviews. 
+ SQA SHOWS HOW TO TRANSLATE QUALITY FACTORS 
3%$ TO w m ,  WHICH ARE MORE DIRECTLY RE- 
Z i 3  LATED TO SOFTWARE TESTABILITY. 
;i = P Derive Quality Criteria from Quality Factors 
E v Derive tlevelopment techniques to enforce Quality Criteria 
htark Arcnd 
r 
A Method lor Tailoring the lnlormation Content of a Software Process Model 
THE METHOD'S STEPS 
1. PERFORM STANDARD INTERVIEWS AND DIALOGS BE- 
TWEEN DEVELOPER AND CUSTOMERIUSER. 
2. GENERATE A PROFILE OF QUALITY FACTORS OF THE 
SOFTWARE TO BE DEVELOPED. 
3. TRANSLATE THIS QUALITY-NEEDS PROFILE INTO A 
SET OF QUALITY CRITERIA THAT MUST BE MET BY 
THE SOFTWARh. 
4. MAP THE CRITERIA TO A SET OF REQUIREMENT AND 
DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES. 
I 5. SELECT AND TAILOR THE INFORMATION PRODUCTS 
WHICH MATCH OR SUPPORT THOSE TECHNIQUES. 
~ f i  S 6 .  SELECT AND TAILOR DESIGN METHODOLOGY(S) TO 
'B PRODUCE THESE INFORMATION PRODUCTS. 
1 
Fill out 
USER 
QUESIlONNAIHES 
A Method lor Tailoring the Inlormation Content of a Software Process Model 
THE METHOD'S STEPS 
2 
Build 
QUALITY 
PROFILE 
(Factors) 
3 , 4  5 6 
Define Tailor Select 
QUALITY CRITERIA and INFORMATION DESIGN 
SUPPOItTING PR0DUCl-S MIXHODOLOGY 
Correctness 
Efficiency 
Expandabilily 
Flexibility 
Integrity h 
Usability 
Reliabilily 
Reusabiliiy 
Safely 
Survivability 
Verifiability L 
TECHNIQUES 
___IC 
Translation 
TABLE OF 
CONTENTS 
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Tailoring 
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A Mofhod /or Tailoring fhe lnlormaflon Content of a Soffware Prwoss Model 
Step 1 
PERFORM STANDARD INTERVIEWSAND DMOGS BETWEEN D M L -  
OPER AND CUSTOMEWUSER 
+ QUESTIONNAIRES DESIGNED TO PROBE THE USER'S 
NEEDS FOR QUALITY. 
IMPORTANT TO DEFINE BOUNDARY OF SPECIFICA- 
TION, TO PREVENT OVER- OR UNDER-SPECIFICATION 
OF QUALITY NEEDS. 
DEVELOPER WRITES QUESTIONNAIRES, USING A 
GREAT DEAL OF BOILERPLATE PAID HELPS CUS- 
TOMEFUUSER THROUGH THE PROCESS. 
+ EXAMPLE QUESTIONS 
# S $  
Y How many users will want to use the system simultaneously? 
9 
" ?  a r What level of user training is acceptable? C v Will other computer systems rely on this one? 
A Method for Tailoring the Infor(ndtion Content of  a Software Process Model 
Step 2 
GENERATE A PROFILE OF QUALITY FACTORS OF THE SOFIWARE TO 
BE DEVELOPED 
QUANTIFY RESPONSES TO USER QUESTIONNAIRES. 
THE TAILORING METHOD DEFINES A TRANSFORMA- 
TION B E W E E N  POSSIBLE RESPONSES AND QUALITY 
FACTORS. 
THE TRANSFORMATION WILL APPLY WEIGHTED VAL- 
UES TO EACH RESPONSE, BASED UPON THE EFFECT 
THE ISSUE PROBED BY THE QUESTION HAS UPON ITS 
RELATED FACTOR(S). (Most questions will deal with decisions 
that influence several factors to varying degrees, even positively for 
some and at the same time negatively for others). 
$'" + SINCE SOME FACTORS CONFLICT WITH OTHERS, A SEC- 
: f a  OND USER INTERVIEW MAY BE NECESSARY TO AM- 
'B PLIFY RELATIVE IMPORTANCE. Factor conflict may assist 
t risk identification and management. 
UhI:C t iu l rw~~u L I I ~ I \ ~ ~ I I I I ~  \VurLhl\up 
- 7 .. 
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A Method for Tailoring the Information Content of a Software Process Model 
Step 3 
TRANSLATE THE QUALITY-NEEDS PROFILE INTOA SET OF QUALITY 
CRlTERlA T M T  MUST BE MET BY THE SOFIWARE 
PRE-DEFINED GUIDELINES MAP FACTORS TO CRITE- 
RIA. 
THIS TRANSLATION BRINGS US CLOSER TO WHAT 
QUALITY MEANS IN TERMS OF A SOFTWARE PROD- 
UCT, RATHER THAN IN TERMS OF THE USER. 
SOME CRITERIA ALSO CONFLICT WITH ONE AN- 
OTHER. THIS TRANSLATION WILL ASSIGN RELATIVE 
WEIGHTS TO THE CRITERIA TO HELP REDUCE CON- 
FLICTS. 
sr i :  REMEMBER, CONFLICTS ARE NOT IMPOSSIBILITIES, 0 > 
:ti THEY MERELY IDENTIFY AREAS REQUIRING EXTRA 
'1 EFFORT AND EXCEPTIONAL TECHNIQUES - RISK MAN- 
B AGEMENT. 
i' 
k e \ k 1 
4 
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A Method for Tailoring the Informalion Content of a Software Pmess  Model 
Step 4 
UAP THE CRlTERIA TO A SET OF REQUIREMENT AND DEVELOP- 
MENT TECHNIQUES 
TECHNIQUES OF DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT 
MAY BE USED TO ENSURE TI-IE PRESENCE OF VARIOUS 
QUALITY CRITERIA. 
TYPES OF TECHNIQUES 
v Product Recommendation 
v Method Recommendation 
v Standards Recommendation 
v General Guidelines 
EXAMPLES 
v Produce a traceability matrix to ensure Comple~eness. 
v Use prototyping to ensure Usability. I" 
q s  v Adhere to interface standards to ensure Commonali~. 4 K 
2~ u. 
r Separate critical & non-critical functions to ensure Safety Man- 
E agement. 
GSFC Sol~warr: Enginrer~ng Worhshop 
November 28, 1990 
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A Method for Teiloring the Information Content of a Software Process Model 
Step 5 
SELECTAND TAILOR THE INFORMATION PRODUCTS WHICH hATCH 
OR SUPPORT THE.TECHN1QUES 
INFORMATION PRODUCTS ACT AS SPECIFIC GOALS 
WHICH FORCE US TO RECOGNIZE, FORMALIZE AND 
ADHERE TO TECHNIQUES TO SPECIFY, DESIGN AND 
IMPLEMENT SOFIWARE OF APPROPRIATE QUALITY. 
+ INFORMATION PRODUCT'S DOCUMENT REQUIRE- 
MENTS AND DESIGNS, PROVIDING FOR CONTINUITY 
OF DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE. 
+ WE WISH TO SELECT THE APPROPRIATE SUBSET OF 
ALL POSSIBLE INFORMATION PRODUCTS. 
Jgg. + THE TAILORING METHOD WILL DESCRIBE A UNI- 
t i p  2 
%, 3 
VERSE OF INFORMATION PRODUCTS, AND WILL OF- 
7 FER A DIRECT TRANSLATION FROM QUALITY CRITE- RIA TO RECOMMENDED SUBSET OF THAT UNIVERSE. 
L * 
4 
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A Metl~od lor Tailoring Ute Inlormation Cor~lenl oi a Software Process Model 
Step 6 
SELECT AND TNLOR THE DESIGN METHODOLOGY W I C H  PRO- 
DUCES THESE INFORMATION PRODUCTS 
+ MANY METHC)DOLOGIES ARE AVAILABLE FOR SOFT- 
WARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION, SOFTWARE 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION. 
+ THE TAILORING METHOD WILL DESCRIBE A ZJNI- 
VERSE OF METHODOLOGIES, AND WILL CATEGORIZE 
THEM BY THE INFORMATION PRODUCTS THEY PRO- 
DUCE. 
+ THE MATCHUP BETWEEN INFORMATION PRODUCTS 
PRODUCED BY A METHODOLOGY AND THOSE RECOM- 
MENDED TO ACHIEVE THE QUALITY PROFILE FACILI- 
s r g  
9 6% TATES THE SELECTION OF AN APPROPRIATE METH- E l l  ODOLOGY. 
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CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE WORK 
THIS PHASE OF TI-IE RESEARCH EFFORT DEALT WITH 
DISCOVERY OF CONCEPTS AND ASSEMBLY OF DATA. 
+ AItEAS ALREADY DBVELO13ED TO SOME EXTENT 
Y Translation from Quality Profile to Quality Criteria 
r List of Techniques sorted by Quality Criteria 
Y Universe of Information Products (enhanced NASA SMAP 
standard) 
r Universe of Methodologies 
+ AREAS FOR DEVELOPMENT 
v User Questionnaire boilerplates 
v Response weighting scheme 
r Transformation of weighted responses to Quality Profile 
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